
 LRS-gliders: for Load Release purposes
The G-Rail LRS-gliders by Goelst have been developed for a controlled release of curtains from a curtain 
track. The gliders are provided with a flexible, yet firm foot and can rotate in the profile. 
In every day use, the LRS glider behaves as an ordinary glider. However, when exposed to sudden and/or 
high loads, the difference immedeately becomes clear: the glider design allows it to be pulled out of the 
track .
This way, use of the gliders prevent the track being pulled from its ceiling supports. This is very important 
in some cases when considering personal (personell also) safety.

 Loads
There is a red glider and a grey glider; the latter releases easiest from the track. This grey glider can resist 
loads up to 8 kg*) when load is applied gradually. The red glider holds up to 12 kg*) when the load is ap-
plied gradually.
Upon sudden loads however, other values count for both LRS-gliders: a weight of 0,5 kg falling from a 
height of only 5 cm causes the grey glider to release from the track. The red glider needs 1 kg falling from 
5 cm to be released. This difference in response to gradual and sudden loads explains why the glider can 
function both as a normal glider as wel as a release glider. 
Moreover, the release of one glider induces a ‘zip’ effect. If the curtain stack is taken as a whole, separate 
glider loads cannot simply be added up. There’s always one glider to release first, inducing an accelerated 
release of the other gliders. 

 Use
Place red LRS gliders 4007-LRS-20 on the first two glider positions of the stack. Also place a red LRS 
glider 4007-LRS-20 in the last glider position and capture it between the end stop and the wall (-support).
Remaining glider postions are to be filed up with grey glider 4007-LRS-10. 

*) Loads mentioned  may vary due to ageing of the material, humidity or varying temperature.

endstop 4002

G-Rail Load Release gliders

 > red ‘pilotrunner’ 4007-LRS-20 and grey glider 4007-LRS-10 

 > example with track 4701 and 4100

endcap 4153,
(or support 4150)
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